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The main privatizations involving former public enterprise
1981 onwards

British Aerospace

1989

Water authorities

1984 onwards

British Telecom

1990

Electricity distribution

1986

British Gas

1991

Electricity generation

1987

British Airways

1995

British Rail

1988

British Steel Corporation

in the Conservative election victory. Curbs on
union powers, such as compulsory strike ballots
and restrictions on picketing, were initially popular,
while rising unemployment weakened effective
trade union resistance. Yet, when the government’s
fight with the unions reached its climax with the
miners’ strike of 1984–5, public sympathy began to
switch to the coal miners, who suffered increasing
hardship the longer the strike lasted. This sympathy
increased when it appeared that Thatcher’s government was determined to secure the miners’ total
defeat, perhaps in revenge for the humiliation the
NUM had inflicted on a previous Conservative
government in 1974.
It was however, Thatcher’s image and record in
foreign affairs that earned her the nickname Iron
Lady. She secured a rebate in the British contribution to the European Community budget, establishing a reputation for standing up for British
interests abroad. Her style of diplomacy hardly
endeared her to the UK’s European partners,
although she had earlier supported Britain’s entry
to the EC, and later signed the Single European Act,
even, near the end of her premiership, allowing
British entry into the Exchange Rate Mechanism
(ERM). More to her taste was the special relationship with the United States and with her political
soul-mate, President Ronald Reagan, to whom she
was a reliable ally in the last years of the Cold War.
The end of the Cold War appeared as a victory for
their joint vision of free market capitalism over
communism.

Without Reagan’s strong tacit support it is
unlikely that Britain could have recovered the
Falkland Islands. The Argentine invasion of the
remote British south Atlantic colony in early 1982,
could have brought down her government, caught
totally unprepared; the entire Foreign Office team
of ministers accepted responsibility and resigned. A
substantial task force sailed to the Falklands to
recapture the islands. What began as a political
disaster became a personal triumph for the Prime
Minister, if an expensive and divisive one, and
Thatcher went on to win the 1983 election by a
landslide.
The Falklands and the miners’ strike typify
Thatcher’s leadership style as warrior rather than
healer. She was reluctant to compromise at home
or abroad. She was also essentially an English
politician, who showed little sympathy or understanding for Scottish and Welsh interests and
susceptibilities. Thus she opposed devolution, while
support for her party steadily declined in Scotland
and Wales. She also took on local government,
which was largely in the hands of opposition
parties, abolishing the Greater London Council led
by Ken Livingstone. The disastrous poll tax, which
provoked riots and substantial electoral reverses,
was the culmination of a succession of curbs on
local government spending which were a major
factor in Thatcher’s eventual fall in 1990.
By then she had won three elections and served
as premier for over 11 years, a longer continuous
term than any of her predecessors since Lord

